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Abstract: We investigate methods to apply Domain Adaptation coupled with Active Learning to reduce the number
of labels needed to train a classifier. We assume to have a classification task on a given unlabelled set of
documents and access to labels from different documents of other sets. The documents from the other sets
come from different distributions. Our approach uses Domain Adaptation together with Active Learning to
find a minimum number of labelled documents from the different sets to train a high quality classifier. We
assume that documents from different sets that are close in a latent topic space can be used for a classification
task on a given different set of documents.

1 INTRODUCTION

A large cost factor in using Machine Learning and
Data Mining in Computer Linguistics and Natural
Language Processing arises from the labelling of doc-
uments. For example, if we want to investigate the hy-
pothesis that certain statements occur always in posi-
tive or negative context in a large set of documents. A
usual approach would be to go through the documents
and label parts of it as positive or negative and use
them as examples for training a classifier. This can be
quite expensive with respect to the documents and the
task. The problem gets additional interesting in case
we have labelled data sets from different domains. In
our case a domain means that all documents follow
a certain distribution p. In such situations we would
like to use the the labelled data from all different do-
mains even though they might have different distribu-
tions. We want to use the already labelled documents
from domains (also called source domains) and adapt
a trained classification model to a new so called tar-
get domain. This is a classical Domain Adaptation
task as described by (BMP06) for instance. Further,
we want to choose the documents from the different
source domains that are best suited to train such clas-
sifier. The documents are actively sampled from all
domains. Using these documents together with their
labels the trained classifier should perform better on
the new domain.

A possible application is to generate a classifica-
tion model on some texts from Twitter, but we have
only access to labels from documents from news arti-
cles. We might face words or whole sentences that are
differently distributed in the domains. In such a case

it is not clear how to transfer knowledge between the
domains to use the news paper documents for train-
ing. Our idea to solve this problem is to use only news
paper articles that are similar in a certain way to the
Twitter tweets. These documents are transformed and
together with their labels used to train a classifier that
is applied to the tweets.

In this paper, we assume that we have access to la-
belled documents from some source domains. These
domains share similarities in low dimensional sub-
spaces with a given new target domain. For instance,
tweets and news articles can talks about the same
things but use different frequencies in wordings. A
low dimensional latent space might cover the simi-
larities between the domains based on co-occurring
words. We want to find such a common latent sub-
space for the domains where semantically similar
words are close. Latent Semantic Analysis (Dum04)
for instance can be used to find a low dimensional
latent subspace for a domain. Projecting the closest
documents from the source domains to such a sub-
space, we train a classifier that is applied to the new
target domain that is also projected into this subspace.

The paper is organized as the following: First, we
explain how we can find low dimensional latent repre-
sentations of documents in the different domains and
what classifier we use in our training. Then, we de-
scribe how we use Domain Adaptation and Active
Learning to train a classifier for a target domain us-
ing train data from different source domains. Based
on distances from documents of the source domains
to the common latent subspace, we identify most
promising train data. Finally, we report results on our
propose method on benchmark data sets.
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2 RELATED WORK

We use methods from Active Learning, respectively
Transfer Learning, and Domain Adaptation. Active
Learning tries to manage the labelling process con-
sidering some intermediate results. A classifier that
is trained on a small amount of labelled documents is
used to estimate which further documents should be
labelled to increase the quality of the classifier when
trained also on these labelled documents. As candi-
dates for further labelling we use the documents that
are classified with least confidence. This strategy is
called uncertainty sampling (LC94). Using a Support
Vector Machine as classifier, the distance of a docu-
ment to the margin is a proxy for the confidence in
the prediction. In this paper we use this approach as
proposed by Balcan et al. in (BBZ07) on many differ-
ent source domains with label information. There are
many different active sampling strategies in the liter-
ature. A general overview is given by (Set09).

Further, we assume that the documents are drawn
from many different distributions respectively do-
mains, but the labels have the same distribution given
a document. In this case, instance weights can be
used. In (JZ07), a classifier is trained on exam-
ples with labels and weights for each example. The
weights are chosen such that the mass distribution of
the examples from one domain adapts to the mass
distributions of another domain. By this, they train
a classifier using examples and labels from one do-
main that generalizes to another domain. A further
approach is to model the commonalities of different
domains as proposed by (BMP06) or (DM06) for in-
stance.

Additionally, several approaches have been made
to identify (latent) subspaces across different do-
mains to identify common aspects in the domains. In
(STG10) Si et al. propose to search for subspaces of
two domains where the data distributions are simi-
lar in terms of Bregman divergence. In (SYvB+11)
Sugiyama et al. try to find low dimensional subspaces
in which the domains differ. Only in this subspace a
Domain Adaptation is necessary.

Recently, there have been efforts in combining
Active Learning with Transfer Learning. Chan and
Ng (CN07) couple Active Learning with Domain
Adaptation for word sense disambiguation. They ac-
tively try to reduce the labelling cost for a target do-
main when they already have a trained model on a
different source domain for word sense disambigua-
tion there. In (SRD+11), Saha et al. propose to train a
classifier to distinguish a target form a source domain.
In an Active Learning process they choose the most
informative documents in the target domain using the

classifier to decide if it belongs to the target or source
domain. In case it belongs to the source domain a
trained classifier on this domain can freely be used to
label it. Further, Luo et al. use in (LJDC12) a simi-
lar approach to ours. They map the documents from
a target and a source domain into a common latent
factor space. In this space they train a classifier with
actively chosen train documents. The difference to
our approach is that the actively select samples from
the target domains to label while we expect to have no
access to any labels for the target domain.

Our approach is a combination of current Machine
Learning methods to reduce the labelling cost. This
means Transfer Learning, training of the classifier and
the Active Learning strategies are coupled. In contrast
to previous approaches, we assume that documents
from each of the domains share the same support and
have similar distributions on a low dimensional latent
subspace.

3 CLASSIFIER

To show the benefit of our proposed methods, we train
a classifier on labelled documents that will be applied
on new documents from a different distribution. We
use a Support Vector Machine that has proven to be
efficient in document classification, see (Joa02) for
example. Given a set of documents with labels, we
find a separating hyperplane in a Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert space. In this paper we use the Bag-of-Words
representations and embeddings into a latent subspace
as training examples. In the Bag-of-Words approach,
each document is mapped to a vector (a word vector)
such that each component tells how many times a cer-
tain word occurs in the document. The embeddings
are low dimensional vector representations of the doc-
uments that cover the most informative aspects.

During SVM training we minimize a regularized
loss, formally min f

1
N å

N
i=1[(1� yi � f (di))+]+l � jj f jj

using the hinge loss ()+, yi the labels and di the
documents. Further, the classification results from a
trained SVM are transformed into posterior probabili-
ties P(yjdi) that can be used to estimate the confidence
in the prediction of a document - see (Pla99) for in-
stance. Later, we will use these confidence values for
an Active Learning strategy.

4 DOMAIN ADAPTATION

For the applications as described in the introduction,
we propose to combine Domain Adaptation tech-
niques with Active Learning strategies. In Domain
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Adaptation, we try to use documents from some dif-
ferent source domains to train a model that is used on
a new target domain. In Active Learning, we try to
find the documents that are potentially most helpful
in training a classifier across the domains.

The main assumption in many Domain Adapta-
tion papers is that the documents from the different
domains may follow different distributions, but the
conditional probability of a label given a document is
the same over all domains. This is called the Covari-
ate Shift assumption, see (SKM07) for more infor-
mation. We further assume that this Covariate Shift
assumption is only true on a low dimensional latent
subspace.

We investigate two approaches for Domain Adap-
tation. First, we use Importance Sampling to adapt
the source distribution to the target distribution. As-
suming that the documents are differently distributed
in different domains, we use an SVM with weighted
examples as described below. The weights are esti-
mated based on a regression model on the differences
of the distributions of documents using Importance
Sampling. Here, we assume that the Covariate Shift
assumption is true on the whole document space.

Second and the main focus of this work, we as-
sume that the Covariate Shift assumption is only true
on a latent semantic subspace. We use large amounts
of documents from different sources that already have
been labelled to train a classifier that will be used on
a new target domain with no label information.

While Importance Sampling weights the docu-
ments such that these weights reflect the adaptation
to a different domain, we sample documents from the
source domain proportional to the distance of the doc-
uments to the target domain.

This strategy makes sense under the assumption
that documents, that are close and hence similar in
some latent factor subspace, have the same label. We
can define such a similarity as how much distance a
document from a certain domain has to the target do-
main represented as low dimensional latent subspace.
Later, we explore the benefit of performing the Do-
main Adaptation and the training of the classifier in
a common latent factor space together with an Active
Learning strategy.

In the next two subsection, we describe how Im-
portance Sampling and Latent Subspace Methods can
be used to optimally use the documents from source
domains for the training of a classifier that is applied
to documents from a new target domain with a differ-
ent distribution.

4.1 Importance Sampling and Density
Ratio Estimation

Under the Covariate Shift assumption on whole docu-
ment space, Importance Sampling and Density Ratio
Estimation can be used to adapt training data from a
different source domain for training classifier on a tar-
get domain with new distribution.

If ps and pt are the document distributions from
a source domain s and the target domain t with the
same support, we can estimate the expected loss un-
der the target domain using documents from source
domain, using Importance Sampling. In Importance
Sampling we sample from ps, hence use documents
from a source domain, but weight the examples by
r(d) for the documents d such that r(d) � ps(d) has ap-
proximately the distribution pt of the target domain.
For further reading, we refer to (OZ00). r(d) is called
density ratio or weight function depending on the con-
text. These weights are integrated into the risk mini-
mization framework for the SVM using the hinge loss
L. This means, we solve the following minimiza-
tion problem: min f

1
N å

N
i=1 r(di) � [(1� yi � f (di))+] +

l � jj f jj See (LLW02) for further details.
In practice the density ratio r(d) is estimated as

regression model as proposed by (YSK+13) for in-
stance. A major shortcoming on this approach is that
the density ratio estimation can only be applied be-
tween two domains. But in our case we want to use
data from different domains, that might have all dif-
ferent distributions. In theory, the Importance Sam-
pling will produce samples from the target distribu-
tion using the source distribution. But this is only true
for a single source distribution. In the next subsec-
tion, we propose to use latent subspaces in order to
find common substructures among different domains
to train the classifier across many source domains.

4.2 Latent Subspace Methods

Under the Covariate Shift assumption on a latent sub-
space, we expect that documents that are close to a
latent subspace from a new target domain can adapt
to the new target domain by projecting them onto this
subspace. We can train a classifier on these projected
documents. We expect that this classifier can be safely
applied to documents from the target domain.

We use latent subspace methods to extract the
most important parts of the documents of a target do-
main. Based on this subspace, we can estimate dis-
tances from the documents of the source domains to
the target domain. Using the Covariate Shift assump-
tion we expect that documents that are close to the
latent subspace from the target domain are similar
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enough to use them for the training of a classifier that
is applied only in a different target domain.

There are different possibilities to model latent
subspaces in the document domains. The overall goal
is to make the different source domains more similar
to the target domain by mapping the documents into a
corresponding latent subspaces. This means, the sub-
space shall keep invariant parts of source and target
domains. By this, a trained classifier on the source
domains can also be applied the target domain.

Assuming we have extracted a subspace S from
the documents of the target domain, we define the dis-
tance d of a document d to this subspace as a proxy
for the closeness and hence similarity to the target
domain. The estimation of the distance depends on
the subspace and how we represent the documents.
We investigate two possible representations and cor-
responding subspaces that represent core aspects of
the documents.

First, we use the Bag-of-Words approach to rep-
resent a document as word vector. Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) (Dum04) is used to extract a latent
subspace from the term document matrix D that is
build by all word vectors. In LSA, we perform a sin-
gular value decomposition on the matrix D such that
D = L> �E �R. L is a basis in the space spanned by
the terms and R is a basis of the space spanned by the
documents. E is a diagonal matrix containing the sin-
gular values of D. The projection onto the latent sub-
space in the space of the documents that corresponds
to the largest k singular values is noted as Rk. By this
any document d, represented as Bag-of-Words, can
directly be projection onto this space by Rk �R>k �d.

Second, we represent the documents as sequence
of words, respectively tokens of word and documents
ids. This means any document is a sequence of
term ids. We use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
(BNJ03) to extract a latent subspace from the docu-
ments. LDA models the documents as random mix-
ture model of a number of topics. The topic distribu-
tion follows a Dirichlet distributions. The parameter
estimation is done via Gibbs sampling as proposed by
Griffiths et al. in (GS04).

To map a document into the subspace extracted
by LDA, we embed it into the simplex spanned
by the posterior distributions of the latent factors
given a document. This means we map d to
[p(t1jd); � � � ; p(tkjd)]. Since we use a Gibbs sampler
for LDA we can simulate the process of assigning a
document to a topic and hence can estimate the poste-
rior probability simply as: p(tijd) = ni(d)+a

n(d)+k�a . ni(d) is
the number of times topic i is assigned to document d
in the simulation, n(d) the number of times document
d is assigned to any topic, k is the number of topics

and a is the meta parameter from the LDA procedure.

4.3 Distances

An important measure for our proposed approach is
the distance of a given document to a latent subspace.
For LSA, the length of the orthogonal projection onto
the latent subspace is the distance from a document
represented as word vector to the latent subspace ex-
tracted by the LSA. Formally, we note the distance
as: d(di;SR) =

Rk �R>k �di
2. The length can be cal-

culated for each document regardless of the domain
it comes from. This is possible since all document
are modelled by the Bag-of-Words approach and are
represented as elements of the same vector space.

The distance from a document to the latent space
extracted by LDA is not as straight forward as for
LSA. Since LDA extracts a latent space over prob-
ability distributions a natural distance is the Kull-
backLeibler divergence (KL51). Formally we note:
d(d;SD) = åt log( p(tjd)

p(tjD) ) � p(tjd). We extract the pos-
terior distributions p(tjd) and the topic distribution
for the whole data set p(tjD) via the Gibbs sampler.

Here, an additional problem arises when we want
to calculate the distance of documents from different
domains to a domain that is modelled by a the latent
subspace extracted by LDA. Similar to the Euclidean
case we need to map the documents into the subspace.
We need the Gibbs sampler again to estimate the pos-
terior distributions of the latent topics for the new doc-
uments. In a simulation, the Gibbs sampler is applied
only to the new documents, while keeping the poste-
rior distributions for all other documents fixed. This
embeds a new document dn from the source domains
into the corresponding subspace of the target domain
via [p(t1jdn); � � � ; p(tkjdn)].

In the next section, we explain how we use the
latent subspace model in an Active Learning scenario
to reduce labelling cost for the case when we have
an unlabelled target domain and many labelled source
domains from different document distributions.

5 ACTIVE LEARNING ACROSS
DIFFERENT DOMAINS

In this section we describe how we use Active Learn-
ing together with Domain Adaptation in order to re-
duce number of labelled documents needed from the
different domains in a classification task. We gener-
ally assume that the distribution of the documents dif-
fer among the different domains. Formally this means
pi(d) 6= p j(d), for two different domains i and j and a
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document d. Further, we assume that the distributions
of the labels for a given document are the same among
the domains on a latent subspace S using a projection
matrix PS, hence pi(yjPS �d) = p j(yjPS �d).

After an initial training of an SVM on the nearest
documents from the source domains to the target do-
main, we apply the model to all documents from the
source domains. For these documents we estimate a
confidence value for the prediction based on the prob-
abilistic outputs as described above. Based on this
value we choose those documents that result in a low
confidence in the prediction for retraining our SVM
model.

Since now we have different domains, we expect
that not all domains or all documents are similar use-
ful for the retraining. Even within one domain we ex-
pect some documents to be more useful for the train-
ing than others. That is why we include the distance
measure into our Active Learning strategy.

We use two criteria for choosing the documents
from the different source domains for the training.
First, as in confidence based Active Learning, we esti-
mate a confidence value for the prediction of a trained
model on the documents from the source domains
projected onto the latent space of the target domain.
Next, we integrate the distance of the documents from
the source domains to the latent space to estimate their
potential latent value for the training when we apply
the SVM on the target domain.

The equation s(d) = (l � g( f ;d) + (1 � l) �
d(d;Dt))

�1 defines the selection faction as the inverse
of the weighted sum of the confidence value g and the
distance d of the corresponding document to the target
domain. The larger this value is, the more similar is
the document to the target domain while on the other
hand the SVM is uncertain in its prediction of this
document. Among all documents from the domains,
except the target domain, the closest ones that are pre-
dicted with least confidence are chosen for retraining.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we perform extensive experiments on
benchmark data sets to validate our proposed method.
In the first experiment we test how good the la-
tent subspace representations, respectively the em-
beddings into a latent subspace of documents from
the different domains, can be used for training a clas-
sifier. Using the vector space model, each documents
is represented by a large vector with each telling com-
ponent the number of times a certain word appears in
the document. LSA is used to find a latent subspace
that covers the most important parts of the documents.

Table 1: Accuracy on separating documents about organiza-
tions from documents about people, respectively places. We
use only data from the source subcategories for the training.
The Baseline is an SVM trained on the whole vector space
of the source domain. LSA means the SVM is trained on the
projection of the source domain onto the subspace extracted
from the target domain by LSA.

Data sets Baseline LSA
Org�People 80.3 82
Org�Places 61.7 70.8

We use the Reuters data set in the same config-
uration as done by (DXYY07). The documents are
about organizations, people and place. The task is to
distinguish the documents about organizations from
the documents about people, respectively places. The
training is done on a subset of subcategories and the
testing on different subcategories.

Table 1 shows the results of an SVM classifier
trained on a source domain of the subcategories that
contains only documents about organizations. For
comparison we use a simple baseline method. This
method uses no latent representation, but simply the
Bag-of-Words representation. The performance of the
SVM in these subspaces is much better compared to
the baseline. This shows already a potential benefit
of a projection onto a latent subspace to make the do-
mains more similar.

Next, we validate our Active Learning strategy.
We train the SVM on initial 300 documents from the
source domains that are closest to the latent subspace
extracted from the target domain. Next, we applied
the SVM to all remaining documents in the source do-
mains and calculate the selection factor s from Equa-
tion ??. The documents with highest selection factors
are chosen to be used for the retraining of the SVM.

Figure 1 show the increase in accuracy of a trained
SVM using our proposed Active Learning strategy.
We see that already after 600 respectively 900 doc-
uments we get better results as the baseline that has
been trained on the whole source data set.

In our second experiment, we investigate how
good our proposed methods performs when we have
more than one source domain. Here, we expect that
some domains might be better suited for the training
than other ones. Beside the Bag-of-Words representa-
tion together with LSA, we also tested the representa-
tion as sequence of words together with LDA. As dis-
tance measure we used for the Bag-of-Words repre-
sentation again the Euclidean distance and for the rep-
resentation as sequence of words the KL-divergence.

We used the Amazon review data set in the same
configuration as Blitzer et al. in (BMP06). The re-
view documents are about books (B), Dvds (D), elec-
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Figure 1: Accuracy on the task to separate documents about organizations from the documents about people (on the left)
respectively places (on the right( using our Active Learning strategy. The subspaces are extracted via LSA. The Baseline is
an SVM on the whole vector space and uses all the documents.

Figure 2: Results on the target domains. For each source domain a classifier is trained and applied to a target domain: source
domain � > target domain. The baseline is an SVM trained on the whole source domain. LSA and LDA are the latent
subspace methods and RuLSIF is the domain adaptation method via importance weight.

tronics (E) and kitchens (K). One of these domains
was always being used as target domain without con-
sidering labels. The other domains are used as source
domains for the training. The sets of documents from
each domain were split into a train set of 1600 and
a test set of 400 documents. In the Active Learning
scenario we used 1600 documents from all domains
except from the target domain for possible training.
As baseline we trained an SVM directly on the source
domain in its original Bag-of-Words representation.
Compared to this, we tested the Bag-of-Words rep-
resentation together with LSA and the sequence of
tokens representation together with LDA. Further we
tested Importance Sampling for domain adaptation on
the Euclidean subspaces. We applied a method called
RuLSIF as introduced by (YSK+13) to estimate the
importance weights for the documents as discussed
above.

We tested how good the different source domains
can be used for training the SVM that is applied on
a different target domain. Figure 2 shows the accu-

racy on the different domains when the SVM model
is trained purely on one of the other domains.

The main result is that there is always one do-
main that is best suited for the target domain. Since
we might have no information about the domains or
even the possible best domain, the projection on the
subspace can increase the accuracy even on the worst
suited domains.

Next, we investigated our distance assumption by
training the SVM model on the closest documents
from the source domains to a corresponding target do-
main. We use the same number of train documents as
before. Table 2 shows the accuracies on the target do-
mains. For a given target domain, we chose the 1600
closest documents from the other domains for train-
ing and applied the trained SVM model on the test
sample of the target domain. The accuracies are be-
tween the best and the second best results of the sub-
space method on only one domain. This is what we
expected. With no domain information this is the best
we can get. This means, that our closeness measure is
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Figure 3: Results on the target data sets with our proposed Active Learning strategy.

Table 2: Accuracy on the different target domains. For
training we used the documents from the source domains
that are closest to given target domain.

Books DVDs Electronics Kitchen
LSA 75 75.7 80 83.5
LDA 69.25 70 75.7 80.2

a good indicator for which documents to be used for
the training.

Finally we tested our proposed Active Learning
strategy among all domains for a given target domain.
Figure 3 shows the accuracies when we apply our pro-
posed Active Learning strategy. Similar to the experi-
ments before, LSA outperforms LDA. Further, we see
that already after two third of the available documents
are used for the training, we reach a higher level of ac-
curacy compared to the experiments before.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we explained an approach to per-
form Active Learning across different domains us-
ing Transfer Learning. We argued that the distance
of documents is a good measure of how appropriated
documents from different domains are for the training
of a classifier for a certain target domain. We calcu-
lated the distance of documents to (different) domains
as distance to a latent subspace of the corresponding
target domain. Finally, we defined an Active Learn-
ing strategy that integrates this distance measure to
choose potentially useful documents from many dif-
ferent domains for the training of an SVM that is ap-

plied to a target domain where no label information
are available. The results on benchmark data sets
show the potential of our proposed methods. Com-
pared to previous approaches we are now able to eas-
ily use large amounts of documents from different do-
mains for training of any other domain.
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